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Preface
The Fiji Bureau of Statistics (FBoS) compiles a Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) on an ad
hoc basis in order to better our understanding of the true size and value of Fiji’s tourism
industry. The task is challenging given the wide range of economic activities associated with
the tourism industry so data from various sources have been used to derive the required
estimates. FBoS is already exploring other data sources for the next TSA compilation exercise
as we work towards improving the measurement of Fiji’s tourism industry.
The Fiji TSA is a standard statistical framework and the main tool for the economic
measurement of tourism. It calculates the values of tourism in such a way that allows it to be
compared with other economic indicators and with tourism elsewhere. Exactly how the TSA
does this relates to the SNA logic of contrasting data from the demand-side (the acquisition of
goods and services by visitors while on a tourism trip) with data from the supply-side of the
economy (the value of goods and services produced by industries in response to visitor
expenditure). The Tourism Satellite Account: Recommended Methodological Framework
2008 (also known as the TSA: RMF 2008) has been used for constructing the TSA.
This publication provides information on tourism statistics in Fiji for 2008. It is hoped that
the TSA 2008 will assist policy making at a national level as it provides numerical
information in adequate details on expenditures on tourism products, tourism supply, tourism
employment etc. Business community that provides tourism products could have a better
understanding of their contribution towards the national economy. This is important for them,
so that they can enhance their contribution in their attempts to gain positive benefits from
tourism to improve the living standards of people in Fiji.
I extend my sincere gratitude to all who helped compile this publication and comments or
suggestions on this publication will be most welcome.

Epeli Waqavonovono
Government Statistician
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Notes
Percentages
Percentages are, in a number of cases, calculated using data of greater precision than
published. This could result in slight variations.

Rounding procedures
On occasion, figures are rounded to the nearest thousand or some other convenient unit. This
may result in a total disagreeing slightly with the total of the individual items shown in tables.
Where figures are rounded, the unit is, in general, expressed in words below the table
headings, but where space does not allow this, the unit may be shown as (000) for thousands,
etc.

Values
All values are shown in thousands of Fiji dollar denoted by $, except where otherwise stated
and are in current prices.

Source
Data were obtained from different sources but compiled by the Fiji Bureau of Statistics.

Symbols
The interpretation of the symbols used throughout this report is as follows:
• - nil, zero or less than thousand
• ... not applicable
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Abbreviations
COE
FBoS
FSIC
FTE
GDP
GFCF
HIES
IFE
ITRS
IVS
MOTT
n.e.c
SNA08
SPC
TPR
TSA
TSA:
TSA 1995
TSA 2002
UNWTO
VAT
WTO

Compensation of Employees
Fiji Bureau of Statistics
Fiji Standard Industrial Classification
Full-time Equivalent
Gross Domestic Product
Gross Fixed Capital Formation
Household Income and Expenditure Survey
Income from Employment
International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics
International Visitors Survey
Ministry of Tourism and Transport
not elsewhere classified
System of National Accounts 2008
Secretariat of the Pacific Community
Tourism Product Ratio
Tourism Satellite Account
RMF 2008 Tourism Satellite Account – Recommended Methodological
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1 Overview
1.1 Introduction
Tourism industry in Fiji has become a viable option for growth and development in terms of
earning foreign exchange and generating employment. In recent years, tourism industry has
grown rapidly to become the single largest foreign exchange earner. Given the growing
importance of the industry, relatively little is known about the tourism industry as it is not
captured explicitly in the System of National Accounts. The Tourism Satellite Accounts
(TSA) compiled for Fiji, captures the impact of tourism on the economy through numerically
measuring its size and strength.
The first TSA report was published in November 2006 by the MOTT as a pilot project for
1995. It was seen as a breakthrough in placing the measurement of tourism as an economic
phenomenon within the mainstream of Fiji’s macroeconomic statistics. Following the 1995
TSA was the 2002 TSA report which was published in August 2008. Both reports were
comparable and allowed for the analysis of the influence of tourism on the Fijian economy
over time.
The current TSA is for the year 2008. 2008 was a natural choice, as not only it is the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) constant price re-base year, but other FBoS surveys and data
collection like the Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) and the Establishment
Surveys also have the same reference year. This has allowed a high quality estimate to be
produced for 2008 TSA.
Tourism Satellite Account 2008 incorporates the new industry classification, Fiji Standard
Industrial Classification 2010 (FSIC 2010), which better represents the current economy.
The total tourism expenditure is grouped under two main headings:
1. Expenditure by international visitors, and
2. Expenditure by domestic tourists.
The domestic tourist expenditure includes three sub- groups:
a. Household tourism expenditure
b. Government travel expenditure, and
c. Business travel expenditure.
These tourism expenditures are received by suppliers of tourism products who represent
various industries e.g. accommodation for visitors, recreational and cultural industry etc.
These receipts are in turn spent on purchase of inputs, which create several rounds of
incomes among series of other input suppliers. In other words, there are several rounds of
income generated because of initial expenditures made by tourists. These are known as
backward linkages. The incomes generated because of the initial expenditures are taken into
consideration as direct impacts. The incomes generated because of subsequent rounds of
spending are taken into consideration as indirect and induced impacts. These indirect and
induced effects are assessed with the help of an Input-Output table.
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1.2 Summary Results
The key results for the year ended 2008 are:
•

The total tourist expenditure in 2008 was $1,881 million, an increase of 44.0 per cent
from the previous TSA.

•

Out of the total tourist expenditure, $1,362 million (72 per cent) were spent by
international visitors (foreign exchange earnings due to tourism in 2008).

•

Expenditures within Fiji by:
o Households on tourism activities were $243 million (13 per cent).
o Government travelers were $75 million (4 per cent), and
o Business travelers were $201 million (11 per cent).

•

The consumption of tourism characteristics products as a percentage of total supply
were:
o Accommodation services for visitors 94 per cent.
o Food and beverage serving services 50 per cent.
o Road passenger transport services 20 per cent.
o Water passenger transport services 94 per cent.
o Air passenger transport services 93 per cent.
o Travel agencies and other reservation services 72 per cent.
o Transport equipment rental services 50 per cent.
o Recreation and cultural services 45 per cent.

•

The consumption of tourism related products as a percentage of total supply were:
o Retail sales 9 per cent.
o Gambling services 3 per cent.
o Education services 5 per cent.

•

The value of imported items directly purchased by tourists was $46 million which
represents an import leakage of 3.4 per cent of foreign exchange earnings due to tourism.
The import leakage does not include intermediate and capital goods.

•

The estimated government VAT revenue from tourism was $201 million, an increase of
99.0 per cent from 2002. This is due to a higher demand and supplemented by an
increase in VAT from 10 per cent in 2002 to 12.5 per cent in 2008.

•

The direct tourism value added was $614 million which accounts for 13.0 per cent of the
total Gross Domestic Product in 2008, an increase of 1.8 per cent from 2002.

•

The tourism industry directly employed 16,211 people, representing 12.9 per cent of
people employed in Fiji. The total employment (directly, indirectly and induced) created
by tourism was 41,338.

•

The total economic impact including direct, indirect and induced impacts due to tourism
in 2008 was $4,853 million.
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1.3 Flows of Tourism Expenditure through the Fiji Economy
Chart 1
Flows of Tourism Expenditure through the Fijian Economy
Year Ended December 2008
Domestic tourism expenditure $519 million
Households
$243 million

Government
$75 million

Business
$201 million

International tourist
expenditure
$1,362 million

Total Tourism Expenditure
$1,881 million

Direct tourism demand
$1,680 million
Imports sold directly to
tourists by retailers
$46 million

Direct tourism output
$1,634 million

Direct tourism intermediate consumption
$1,020 million

VAT on purchases
by tourists
$201 million

Direct tourism value added
$614 million

Total economic impact
(Multiplier effects)
$4,853 million

Indirect effects
$1,144 million

Direct effects
$1,634 million

Induced effects
$2,075 million

Total employment effects
41,338

Indirect effects
15,400

Direct tourism employment
16,211
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1.4 International visitor arrivals to Fiji
Visitors to Fiji from 2002 to 2008 have shown a steady growth except for the year 2007
(Refer to Graph 1).
A slight decline of 2 per cent in visitor arrivals in 2007 was due to the political unrest in
December 2006.

Graph 1: Visitor Arrivals
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Table 1
Number of Visitor Arrivals by Country of Origin
(2002 – 2008)
Visitor Arrivals by Country of Origin

Australia
NZ
USA
Pacific Islands
UK
Cont. Europe
Japan
Canada
Rest of Asia
South Korea
Others
Total

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

123,606
68,293
58,815
24,051
43,393
21,654
26,382
9,802
12,366
6,992
2,505
397,859

141,873
75,016
58,323
28,167
49,794
21,847
23,464
10,990
11,421
8,380
1,525
430,800

176,195
103,900
65,211
26,182
47,668
22,720
24,392
12,435
12,942
9,132
3,298
504,075

203,250
112,932
62,640
28,476
44,472
25,123
22,304
12,625
13,173
8,775
11,375
545,145

206,529
107,277
66,631
29,725
38,239
26,801
23,794
14,372
15,412
11,257
8,552
548,589

207,001
99,744
64,687
34,221
34,785
26,311
22,800
16,992
14,191
9,984
9,165
539,881

247,608
100,018
63,667
35,936
33,935
29,512
21,918
17,871
17,907
7,421
9,238
585,031
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Per cent
Per cent Change
contributed to
(2008 compared to 2002) visitor arrivals in
2008
100.3
42.3
46.5
17.1
8.2
10.9
49.4
6.1
-21.8
5.8
36.3
5.0
-16.9
3.7
82.3
3.1
44.8
3.1
6.1
1.3
268.8
1.6
47.0
100.0
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Visitor arrivals by country of origin in 2008 compared to 2002 increased by 47 per cent. The
biggest increase was from Australia which was 100.3 per cent.
Australia’s contribution to the total number of visitor arrivals in 2008 was 42.3 per cent which
was the highest contribution in 2008.
The second highest increase in visitor arrivals by country of origin in 2008 compared to 2002
was from Canada which was 82.3 per cent.
In terms of their contribution to the total number of visitor arrivals in 2008, it was only 3.1 per
cent.
Decline in visitor arrivals by country of origin in 2008 compared to 2002 was noted for United
Kingdom and Japan. The numbers declined by 21.8 per cent for UK and 16.9 per cent for
Japan.
In terms of their contribution to the total number of visitor arrivals in 2008, UK contributed
5.8 per cent and Japan 3.7 per cent.
(Refer to Table 1).
Table 2
Number of Visitor Arrivals by Purpose of Visit
(2002 – 2008)
Visitor Arrivals by Purpose of Visit

Business
Official Conference
Holiday
Visiting friends/relatives
Education/training
Others
Total

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

16,081
11,427
306,304
22,403
3,446
38,198
397,859

17,144
11,627
331,725
28,878
4,076
37,350
430,800

21,714
12,822
388,222
43,605
4,246
33,466
504,075

24,551
13,762
408,252
57,487
4,570
36,523
545,145

28,410
13,231
399,981
63,569
3,984
39,414
548,589

22,862
9,658
398,922
56,078
3,460
48,901
539,881

27,412
12,164
440,119
50,699
5,571
49,066
585,031

Per cent
contributed to
Per cent Change
(2008 compared to 2002) visitor arrivals in
2008
70.5
4.7
6.4
2.1
43.7
75.2
126.3
8.7
61.7
1.0
28.5
8.4
47.0
100.0

The biggest increase in visitor arrivals by purpose of visit in 2008 compared to 2002 was from
visiting friends/relatives.
In terms of their contribution to the total visitor arrivals by purpose in 2008, they contributed
only 8.7 per cent of the total number of visitor arrivals
Although the increase in the number of holiday seekers in 2008 compared to 2002 was lower
than visiting friends/relatives, they comprised 75.2 per cent of the total number of visitor
arrivals in 2008. This made the holiday seekers the highest contributor to the total number of
visitor arrivals by purpose.
(Refer to Table 2).
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1.5 Export Earnings
Graph 2: Fiji's Export Earnings in 2008
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International travel services are a major export earner in Fiji compared to other export
products and services.
In the year ended 2008, international travel services contribution to total exports was
FJD$1,041.2 million (26.1 per cent of total export earnings).
Graph 2 shows that international travel export receipts was greater than traditional export
commodities such as sugar (6.2 per cent of total export earnings), fish (3.4 per cent of total
export earnings), garments (2.5 per cent of total export earnings), mineral water (2.8 per cent
of total export earnings) and transportation services (14.8 per cent of total export earnings).
Note: travel services refer to services related to business and personal travel for less than a
year. In addition, included are students and medical patients, who are treated as travelers. It
also includes acquisitions of goods and services by seasonal, boarder and other short term
workers in the economy.

1.6 2008 Results Compared with 2002 Results
The 2008 TSA results are broadly in line with the 2002 TSA results.
The growth in direct value added from tourism was broadly in line with the overall GDP
growth over the period (Refer to Table 3).
The relative contribution of tourism to the Fijian economy has significantly changed from
2002 to 2008 despite the effect of December 2006 political crisis. The 2008 figures indicate
that tourism is resilient; by 2008 the Fijian economy had recovered from the crisis.
Employment relating to tourism recorded a notable increase from 2002 to 2008.
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Table 3
2008 Results Compared with 2002 Results
2002

2008

Percent
Change

1,306
3,481
3,603
402

1,881
4,853
4,731
614

44.0
39.4
31.3
52.7

35,402
115,902

41,338
125,714

16.8
8.5

F$ million

Total Tourism Expenditure
Total Tourism Economic Impact
All Industry GDP
Direct Tourism Value Added
Number of Employment
Total Tourism Employment Effect
Total Economy Employment

2

Direct Impacts of Tourism

2.1 Direct tourism demand
The direct tourism demand is composed of four types of tourists:
1. International visitors
2. Household travelers
3. Government travelers, and
Domestic tourists
4. Business travelers
The demands by the four types of tourists are classified under eleven products of which eight
products are tourism-characteristics products and three are tourism-related products.
Tourism-characteristics products are:
1. Accommodation services for visitors
2. Food and beverage serving services
3. Road passenger transport
4. Water passenger transport
5. Air passenger transport
6. Travel agencies and other reservation services
7. Transport equipment rental services
8. Recreation & cultural services
Tourism-related products are:
9. Retail sales
10. Gambling services
11. Education services
(Refer to Appendix A Table 1 for more details. Detailed product descriptions are given in
Appendix D).
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2.2 Tourism demand by type of tourist
The largest contributor to direct tourism demand was international visitors with $1,210
million (72 per cent) followed by household demand with $216 million (13 per cent), business
demand with $179 million (11 per cent), and government demand with $75 million (4 per
cent).
Graph 3: Direct tourism demand by type of tourist
Household
Demand
13%

Government
Demand
4%
Business
Demand
11%

International
Demand
72%

2.3 Direct tourism demand by type of product
The most important product in terms of tourist demand was air passenger transport services
contributing 29 per cent. Accommodation for visitors accounted for 24 per cent of total
demand, Retail sales contributed 21 per cent, Food and beverage serving services was 10 per
cent; this was followed by travel agencies and other reservation services of 5 per cent,
transport equipment rental services, recreation and cultural services and road passenger
transport services of 3 per cent, while water passenger transport services and education
services stood at 1 per cent respectively before VAT. (Refer to Graph 4).
Graph 4: Direct tourism demand by type of product

Retail sales
21%

Education
services
1%

Gambling
0%

Recreation & cultural
services
3%
Transport equipment
rental services
3%

Accommodation for
visitors
24%

Food and beverages
serving services
10%

Travel agencies and
other reservation services
5%

Road passenger
transport services
3%
Water passenger
transport services
1%
Air passenger transport
services
29%
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2.4 Direct tourism demand by type of product and type of tourist
2.4.1 Total tourism demand by type of product and type of tourist
The chart below indicates the type of products and amount demanded by each tourist. From
this we can clearly identify the following:
• Air passenger transport services are the dominant product in terms of total tourism
expenditure contributing 29 per cent. Within the Air passenger transport services,
International demand was the highest accounting for 70.2 per cent followed by
Government demand of 10.2 per cent, Household demand of 9.8 per cent and lastly
Business demand of 9.7 per cent.
• Accommodation services for visitors is the second most highly demanded product at
24.0 per cent of total tourism expenditure. Within the Accommodation services for
visitors’, International demand continued to contribute the highest accounting for 96.6
per cent followed distantly by Business demand of 1.6 per cent, Government demand
of 1.0 per cent and lastly Household demand of 0.8 per cent (mainly due to their
preference to stay with friends or relatives).
• Retail sales follow closely behind contributing 21.0 per cent to the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Retail sales, International demand was the highest accounting
for 41.6 per cent followed by Household demand of 30.6 per cent and Business
demand of 27.8 per cent. The per cent derived for Government demand was
numerically insignificant and therefore was not accounted for above.
• Food and beverage serving services makes up 10.0 per cent of the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Food and beverage serving services, International demand
was the highest accounting for 95.5 per cent followed by Business demand of 2.3 per
cent, Household demand of 1.5 per cent and lastly Government demand of 0.7 per
cent.
• Travel agency and other reservation services contribute 5.0 per cent to the total
tourism expenditure. Within the Travel agency and other reservation services,
International demand was the highest accounting for 75.0 per cent followed by
Government demand of 9.5 per cent, Business demand of 9.1 per cent and lastly
Household demand of 6.4 per cent.
• Transport equipment rental services contribute 3.0 per cent to the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Transport equipment rental services, International demand
still proved to be the highest accounting for 64.8 per cent followed by Government
demand of 19.6 per cent, Business demand of 13.4 per cent and lastly Household
demand of 2.2 per cent.
• Recreational and cultural services also contribute 3.0 per cent to the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Recreational and cultural services, International demand was
the highest accounting for 72.0 per cent followed by Household demand of 23.0 per
cent and Business demand of 5.0 per cent. Government demand was numerically
insignificant and therefore was not accounted for above.
• Road passenger transport services contribute 3.0 per cent as well, to the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Road passenger transport services, International demand still
proved to be the highest accounting for 49.3 per cent followed by Household demand
of 41.0 per cent, Business demand of 5.0 per cent and lastly Government demand of
4.7 per cent.
• Water passenger transport services contribute 1.0 per cent to the total tourism
expenditure. Within the Water passenger transport services, Household demand was
the highest accounting for 46.6 per cent followed closely by International demand of
Tourism Satellite Account 2008
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•

•

31.7 per cent, Business demand of 15.6 per cent and lastly Government demand of 6.1
per cent.
Education services is a new inclusion in the tourism related-products for TSA 2008. It
also contributes 1.0 per cent to the total tourism expenditure. Within Education
services, International demand again was the highest accounting for 66.5 per cent
followed by Household demand of 33.5 per cent. Business demand and Government
demand however, was numerically insignificant.
Gambling services is a new inclusion in the tourism related-products for TSA 2008. It
contributes a rather small portion to the total tourism expenditure. Within the
Gambling services, Household demand is the only contributor.

Pe rce ntage of total de mande d
by type of tourist

In addition to the above observations the following can also be noted of the tourists demand
as a portion of their budget:
• Household demand – Tourists spent majority of their budget on Retail sales
accounting for 50.8 per cent and Air passenger transport services accounting for 21.8
per cent.
• Government demand – Tourists spent majority of their budget on Air passenger
transport services accounting for 66.0 per cent and Travel agency and other
reservation services accounting for 10.7 per cent.
• Business demand – Tourists spent majority of their budget on Retail sales accounting
for 55.6 per cent and Air passenger transport services accounting for 26.3 per cent.
• International demand – Tourists spent majority of their budget on Accommodation
services for visitors accounting for 31.6 per cent and Air passenger transport services
accounting for 28.1 per cent.

Graph 5: Direct total tourism demand by type of product and type of
tourist
70.0%
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40.0%
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2.4.2 Types of tourism demand by type of product
Direct international tourism demand
Graph 5A: Direct International tourism demand by
type of product
Pe rce ntage de manded

Of their total demand, international
tourists’ highest demand was for
accommodation services (31.6 per
cent) followed by air passenger
transport services (28.1 per cent), food
and beverage serving services (13.7
per cent), retail sales (12.3 per cent),
travel agencies and other reservation
services (5.2 per cent), recreation and
cultural services (3.4 per cent),
transport equipment rental services
(2.4 per cent), road passenger transport
services (1.7 per cent), education
services (0.9 per cent), water passenger
transport services (0.6 per cent). Water
passenger transport service was the
lowest.

35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Type of product

Direct household tourism demand

Graph 5B: Direct Household tourism demand by
type of product
Pe rce ntage de manded

Of their total demand, household
tourists’ highest demand was for retail
sales (50.8 per cent) followed by air
passenger transport services (21.8 per
cent), road passenger transport
services (8.1 per cent), recreation and
cultural services (6.0 per cent), water
passenger transport services (4.9 per
cent), education services (2.6 per cent),
travel agencies and other reservation
services (2.5 per cent), accommodation
services for visitors (1.5 per cent),
food and beverage serving services
(1.2 per cent) , transport equipment
rental services (0.5 per cent), gambling
services (0.1 per cent). Gambling
services was the lowest.
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Direct government tourism demand

Graph 5C: Direct Government tourism demand
by type of product
Pe rce ntage de manded

Of their total demand, government
tourists’ highest demand was for air
passenger transport services (66.0 per
cent) followed by transport equipment
rental services (11.9 per cent), travel
agencies and other reservation services
(10.7 per cent), road passenger
transport services (2.7 per cent), water
passenger transport services (1.9 per
cent) and Food and beverage serving
services (1.6 per cent). Retails sales
(0.1 per cent) while recreation and
cultural services, gambling services as
well as education services had zero
demand.
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Direct business tourism demand

Graph 5D: Direct Business tourism demand by type of
product
Pe rce ntage de manded

Of their total demand, business
tourists’ highest demand was for retail
sales (55.6 per cent) followed by air
passenger transport services (26.3 per
cent),
travel agencies and other
reservation services (4.3 per cent),
accommodation services for visitors
(3.5 per cent), transport equipment
rental services (3.4 per cent), Food and
beverage serving services (2.2 per
cent), water passenger transport
services (2.0 per cent), recreation and
cultural services (1.6 per cent) and road
passenger transport services (1.2 per
cent). While gambling services and
education services remained at zero
demand.
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2.5 Tourism demand and total supply
Tourism Product Ratio (TPR) provides an indication of the percentage use of products by
tourists out of the total supply of the products available for sale. Calculation of TPR was
carried out by dividing the total demand by the total supply of each product. Calculated TPRs
are given in Appendix A, Table 4.
The main tourism characteristic products consumed by tourists were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation services 94 per
cent
Water passenger transport services
94 per cent
Air passenger transport services 93
per cent
Travel
agencies
and
other
reservation services 72 per cent
Food and beverage serving services
50 per cent
Transport equipment rental services
50 per cent
Recreation and cultural services 45
per cent
Road passenger transport services
20 per cent.

Graph 6: Tourism Characteristic Products Consumption out of
Supply
Tourism Use

Non-Tourism Use

Recreation and cultural…
Transport equipment…
Travel agencies and other…
Air passenger transport…
Water passenger transport…
Road passenger transport…
Food and beverage…
Accommodation services…
0%

20%

40%

80%

60%
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The main tourism related products consumed by tourists were:
•
•
•

Retail sales 9 per cent.
Education services 5 per cent.
Gambling services 3 per cent.

Graph 6A : Tourism-Related Products Consumption
out of Supply
Tourism use

Non-Tourism Use

Education
services
Gambling
services
Retail sales
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

The TPR shows how important a particular product is in terms of serving foreign and
domestic tourists. In this context 93 per cent of air passenger transport services provided in
Fijiwas used by tourists whilst only 7 per cent were used by non-tourism, for example, for
cargo transport purposes.
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2.6 Direct tourism value-added and contribution to GDP
2.6.1 Industry contribution to total value added
Direct tourism value added is the contribution of industries involved in the supply of tourism
products to the total GDP of Fiji. The estimated direct tourism value added was $614 million,
which was 13.0 per cent of all industry GDP. Refer to Appendix A Table 6 for further details.
Graph 7 that follows shows industry contributions, including tourism, to the total ValueAdded.
Graph 7: Value added by tourism and economic sectors
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2.6.2 Tourism Value Added
The highest contributors to tourism value added were accommodation services for visitors
followed by air passenger transport services.
Graph 8 shows the contribution of tourism value added to total value added by tourismcharacteristics and related products.
Graph 8: Tourism value added
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2.7 Direct Employment in tourism
Tourism employment
The employment in tourism is classified into gender (refer to Appendix A Table 7). The total
number of persons employed in tourism was 16,211, which represents 12.9 per cent of the
total employment in Fiji in 2008. The most important industry in terms of direct employment
in tourism was accommodation for visitors which was estimated to have more than 1000
employees engaged.
Food and beverage serving industry, road passenger transport, air passenger transport, and
retail trade had more than 500 employees directly related to tourism.

Number of Employees

Graph 9: Tourism Employment
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Tourism employment by gender
57 per cent of tourism employment was represented by males with dominance being in
various transport industries as well as in retail trade. 43 per cent of tourism employees were
females dominating accommodation for visitors and food and beverage serving industry.
(Refer to Appendix A Table 7).

Number of employees

Graph 10: Tourism employment by gender
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2.8 Compensation of tourism employees
This is an indication of the income received by households by supplying labor inputs to the
operation of tourism industries. It also enables a comparison of industries based on the
average compensation per tourism employee to be made. Average compensation per tourism
employee indicates the average wage of a particular industry. The total compensation of
tourism employees was $260 million which was 12.9 per cent of the national total. In other
words the persons employed in the tourism sector had been able to receive approximately 12.9
per cent total labor income of the economy. There are differences in terms of average
compensation per tourism employee values among different industries. Further details can be
obtained from Appendix A Table 7.
Graph 11: Average compensation per tourism employee
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2.9 Gross fixed capital formation
Graph 12: Gross fixed capital formation in tourism
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The accommodation for visitors
recorded the highest gross fixed
capital formation with $34.8 million
worth of new additions which
indicates a significant effort by the
industry to expand accommodation
capacity in 2008 to accommodate the
increasing number of visitor arrivals.
(Refer to Appendix A Table 8).
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2.10 Import Leakage
Import leakage refers to the amount spent on imports, for the supply of tourism products, as a
percentage of foreign exchange revenue earned due to tourism. The three types of imports
required are:
•
•
•

Final goods and services, or directly consumable items such as foreign liquor, cigarettes,
film rolls,
Intermediate inputs or raw materials such as flour, meat, fuel, and
Capital goods and services such as machinery and equipment, buses and coaches.

Due to lack of comprehensive data, only the amount spent on imported final goods and
services was estimated. This gives an indication of the amount spent by both domestic and
international tourist to purchase imported items from retailers.
Total import of goods and services directly purchased by tourists in 2008 was $46 million.
This is approximately 3.4 per cent of the total foreign exchange earnings due to tourism in
2008. In other words the economy had lost 3.4 per cent of foreign exchanges due to the import
of final goods and services for tourists’ consumption. Actual import leakage could be much
higher if intermediate inputs or raw materials and capital goods and services were also taken
into consideration.
Compared to 2002 import leakage was 3.8 per cent of the tourism earnings, in 2008 there has
been a slight decrease of 0.4 per cent.

3

Multiplier Analysis

3.1 Introduction
TSA is able to measure direct effects, i.e. effects of initial spending by tourists, industries
involved in the supply of tourism products have to purchase inputs. Suppliers of these inputs
have to spend part of their income to purchase further inputs and so on. Therefore, the initial
spending leads to several rounds of spending which are called backward linkages or indirect
impacts. Further, employees in tourism spend part of their income on purchase of goods and
services for their own use. A part of income received by suppliers of such goods and services
is paid to another set of employees and they spend part of their income on further purchases
for their use, and so on. In other words, the initial income directly received by employees in
tourism creates several rounds of income/spending. These are known as induced effects.
The indirect and induced effects are called multiplier effects since they cover all effects
initiated by the first round of spending by tourists. Since TSA focuses only on direct effects,
further analysis is required to investigate multiplier effects. The most comprehensive method
of investigating multiplier effects is to use the Input-Output table technique. The 1995
multipliers were used in the 2002 TSA as well as in the current 2008 TSA since these are the
ones available at present. Multipliers generally do not move much over short time periods and
have been assumed to be valid for the 2008 estimates.
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3.1.1

Type I and Type II multipliers

Type I multiplier takes into account the direct and indirect effects. Type II multiplier is able to
capture, in addition to direct and indirect effects, the effects of incomes received by
employees in the tourism industries which are known as induced effects.

3.2 Multiplier effects of tourist spending in the Fijian economy
3.2.1 Output Multipliers
Table 4
Output Multipliers
Hotel and
Road
Water
Air
restaurants transport transport transport
Output
Multipliers

Tourist
goods

Total
Tourism
Sector

Type I

1.87

1.50

1.88

1.26

1.94

1.70

Type II

2.73

2.37

2.61

1.84

3.05

2.97

All the tourism characteristic industries have low Type I multiplier effects but high Type II
multiplier effects. This is because Type I multipliers take into consideration direct and indirect
effects whilst Type I plus induced effects give Type II multipliers.
The Transport industries generally have lower multipliers than Accommodation and Tourist
goods industry. This may be due to the high reliance on imported fuel of these industries.

Graph 13: Output Multipliers
3.5

Multiplier Coefficients

Tourism output multiplier Type I
applied to total tourism industries was
1.70. This means that each additional
one dollar spending on tourism
products created $1.70 worth of
output in all industries. Based on the
estimated direct tourism output, the
output that had been created due to
direct and indirect effects multiplier
Type I was $2,778 million. If induced
effects multiplier Type II is also taken
into consideration, then $4,853
million worth of output was created.

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

Type I
1.0

Type II

0.5
0.0

Note: The multiplier based estimates in Chart 1 were calculated using the “total tourism
sector” multiplier. While the five industry multipliers may be of interest, they were not used
directly in Chart 1 estimates.
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3.2.2

Employment Effects

Table 5
Employment Multipliers
Air
Hotel and Water
Road
restaurants transport transport transport
Type I
Employment
Multipliers Type II

Tourist
goods

Total
Tourism
Sector

1.60

1.30

6.47

1.61

1.49

1.95

2.17

1.83

10.74

2.62

2.82

2.55

Tourism employment multiplier Type I applied to total tourism industries was 1.95. This
means that one additional person employed in the tourism sector led to the creation of 1.95
worth of employment in Fiji. Based on the estimated direct tourism employment, the
employment that had been created due to direct and indirect effects multiplier Type I was
31,611. If induced effects multiplier Type II is also taken into consideration, then 41,338
employments were created.

Graph 14: Employment Multipliers
Multiplie r Coefficie nts

Tourism is a labor intensive industry
which is the reason for it having high
employment multipliers. Air transport
industry had shown very high of both
Type I and Type II multipliers. For
example, one additional person
employed in the air transport industry
could create a total of 6.47
employment opportunities as per
multiplier Type I and 10.74
employment opportunities as per
multiplier Type II.
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3.2.3

Income Effects

Table 6
Income Multipliers
Hotel and
Water
Air
Road
restaurants transport transport transport

Income
Multipliers

Tourist
goods

Total
Tourism
Sector

Type I

1.90

1.43

3.22

1.40

1.33

1.89

Type II

2.80

2.11

4.75

2.06

1.96

2.84

Tourism income multiplier Type I applied to total tourism industries was 1.89. This means
that an income of $1 from employment led to the creation of $1.89 of income throughout the
economy.
Based on the estimated direct tourism income, the income that had been created due to direct
and indirect effects multiplier Type I was $491.4 million. If induced effects multiplier Type II
is also taken into consideration, then $738.4 million income was created.
As in this case of employment multipliers, the highest income multipliers were found in the
air transport industry which showed 3.22 Type I and 4.75 Type II income multipliers.

Multiplier Coefficients

Graph 15: Income Multipliers
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Appendix A: Detailed Results
Refer to Appendix C for Methodology used to obtain the Detailed Results given in Tables 1
to 8 of this Appendix.

Table 1
Tourism expenditure
By type of product and type of tourist
Year ended December 2008
Domestic demand
International
Total demand
Household Government Business
demand
demand
demand
demand
(F$000)

Products

Tourism-characteristic products
Accommodation services for visitors
Food and beverage serving services
Road passenger transport services
Water passenger transport services
Air passenger transport services
Travel agencies and other reservation
services
Transport equipment rental services
Recreation and cultural services
Total tourism-characteristics products

3,241
2,593
17,553
10,689
47,088

3,879
1,164
2,003
1,408
49,430

6,265
4,000
2,132
3,568
47,048

382,963
165,498
21,152
7,284
339,667

396,348
173,255
42,840
22,949
483,233

5,403
1,000
13,032
100,599

8,018
8,913
74,815

7,632
6,082
2,854
79,581

63,211
29,521
40,910
1,050,206

84,264
45,516
56,796
1,305,201

Tourism-related products
Retail sales
Gambling services
Education services
Total tourism-related products

109,730
139
5,603
115,472

49
49

99,527
99,527

149,050
11,109
160,159

358,356
139
16,712
375,207

Total tourism demand by type of tourist
excluding VAT
VAT paid on purchases by tourists

216,071
27,009

74,864
-

179,108
22,389

1,210,365
151,296

1,680,408
200,694

Total tourism expenditure by type of
tourist

243,080

74,864

201,497

1,361,661

1,881,102
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Table 2
Production Accounts of Tourism Industries and other Industries
By industry
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism-Characteristics Industries

Published GDP at basic price

All nonTravel
tourism
agencies and
Food and
Total
Road
Water
Air
Transport
Recreational
related
other
Accommodation beverage
passenger passenger passenger equipment
and cultural Retail trade Education
industries
for visitors
serving
reservation
transport transport transport rental
industry
industry
service
industry
(F$000)
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
… 4,730,598

Contribution to GDP from production
Equivalent to: Total output
Less: Intermediate consumption

234,671
492,270
257,599

Components of GDP
Compensation of employees
Consumption of fixed capital
Gross operating surplus

109,844
40,666
84,161

31,166 63,696
125,435 162,243
94,269 98,547

16,719
3,178
11,268

23,021
14,933
25,742

26,325
53,754
27,429

83,306
548,561
465,255

42,842
110,852
68,010

38,046
113,244
75,198

16,666
54,426
37,760

263,780
483,769
219,989

228,799 3,701,301 4,730,598
357,077 7,254,501 9,756,133
128,278 3,553,201 5,025,535

16,268
4,361
5,696

53,421
22,054
7,831

14,305
5,506
23,031

7,129
3,526
27,391

13,746
1,620
1,300

113,008
23,997
126,775

182,652 1,189,822 1,739,936
22,679 280,678 423,198
23,468 2,230,801 2,567,464
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Table 3
Sales
By type of product and industry
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism- Characteristics Industries

Products

Sales of tourism-characteristic
products
Accommodation services for visitors
Food and beverage serving services
Road passenger transport services
Water passenger transport services
Air passenger transport services
Travel agencies and other reservation
services
Transport equipment rental services
Recreation and cultural services
Total tourism-characteristics
products
Sales of tourism-related products
Retail sales
Gambling services
Education services
Total tourism-related products
Sales of domestically produced nontourism related products
Total sales
Less imports of tourism-related products
Total output

Travel
agencies and
Food and
Road
Water
Air
Transport
Recreational
other
Accommodation beverage
passenger passenger passenger equipment
and cultural
for visitors
serving
reservation
transport transport transport
rental
industry
industry
service
industry
(F$000)

All nontourism
related
Education
industries

Retail
trade

Imports

Total Supply

303,453
148,169
-

3,365
112,054
-

115,193
-

21,502
-

521,133

-

-

-

-

-

113,186
86,287
99,006
2,845
-

-

420,004
346,510
214,199
24,347
521,133

7,879
8,426
14,184

198
55
437

-

-

-

41,057
-

109,210
-

35,679

-

-

41,494
75,837

-

117,287
91,032
126,137

482,111

116,109

115,193

21,502

521,133

41,057

109,210

35,679

-

-

418,655

-

1,860,649

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,098
5,098

391,853
391,853

349,852
349,852

3,455,482
161
15,172
3,470,815

510,000
510,000

4,357,335
5,259
365,024
4,727,618

10,160

9,326

47,050

32,253

27,428

69,795

4,034

13,649

91,916

7,225

3,365,031

…

3,677,867

492,271

125,435

162,243

53,755

548,561

110,852

113,244

54,426

483,769

357,077

7,254,501

510,000

10,266,134

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

510,000

510,000

492,271

125,435

162,243

53,755

548,561

110,852

113,244

54,426

483,769

357,077

7,254,501

…

9,756,133

Note: Imports of tourism-related products are subtracted from total sales as this relates to goods not produced in Fiji.
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Table 4
Derivation of Tourism Product Ratios
Year ended December 2008
Total Demand
Total Supply
Tourism
(from Appendix (from Appendix
Product Ratio
A Table 1)
A Table 3)

Products
Tourism-characteristic products
Accommodation services for visitors
Food and beverage serving services
Road passenger transport services
Water passenger transport services
Air passenger transport services
Travel agencies and other reservation services
Transport equipment rental services
Recreation and cultural services
Total tourism-characteristics products
Tourism-related products
Retail sales
Gambling services
Education services
Total tourism-related products
Total excluding VAT
VAT paid on purchases by tourists
Total tourism expenditure by type of tourist

396,348
173,255
42,840
22,949
483,233
84,264
45,516
56,796
1,305,201

420,004
346,510
214,199
24,347
521,133
117,287
91,032
126,137
1,860,649

0.94
0.50
0.20
0.94
0.93
0.72
0.50
0.45
…

358,356
139
16,712
375,207

4,154,335
5,259
365,024
4,524,618

0.09
0.03
0.05
…

1,680,408
200,694
1,881,102

6,385,267
…
…

…
…
…
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Table 5
Derivation of Tourism Industry Ratios
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism- Characteristics Industries

Products

Travel
agencies and
Food and
Road
Water
Air
Recreational
Transport
other
Accommodation beverage
passenger passenger passenger equipment
and cultural
for visitors
serving
reservation
transport transport transport
industry
rental
industry
service
industry

All nontourism
related
Education industries

Retail
trade

Total
Supply

Imports

(F$000)
Tourism-characteristic products
Accommodation services for visitors
Food and beverage serving services
Road passenger transport services
Water passenger transport services
Air passenger transport services
Travel agencies and other reservation
services
Transport equipment rental services
Recreation and cultural services
Total tourism-characteristics products
purchased by tourists
Tourism-related products
Retail sales
Gambling services
Education services
Total tourism-related products
purchased by tourists
Direct tourism sales
Total industry output
Tourism industry ratio (TIR)

285,246
74,085
-

3,163
56,027
-

23,039
-

20,212
-

484,654

-

-

-

-

-

106,395
43,144
19,801
2,674
-

-

394,804
173,256
42,840
22,886
484,654

5,673
4,213
6,383

143
28
197

-

-

-

20,529
-

78,631
-

16,056

-

-

20,747
34,127

-

84,447
45,517
56,763

375,599

59,557

23,039

20,212

484,654

20,529

78,631

16,056

-

-

226,887

-

1,305,167

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

153
-

35,267
-

17,493

310,993
5
759

45,900
-

392,160
158
18,252

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

153

35,267

17,493

311,757

45,900

410,570

375,599
492,270

59,557
125,435

23,039
162,243

20,212
53,754

484,654
548,561

20,529
110,852

78,631
113,244

16,208
54,426

35,267
483,769

17,493
357,077

538,644
7,254,502

45,900
…

1,715,737
9,756,133

0.76

0.47

0.14

0.38

0.88

0.19

0.69

0.30

0.07

0.05

0.07

…

…

Note: The all non tourism-related industries ratio is calculated exclusive of imports sold directly to tourists by retailers.
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Table 6
Derivation of Direct Tourism Value Added
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism- Characteristics Industries

Products

Tourism industry ratios (TIR)

All nonTravel
tourism
agencies and
Food and
Road
Water
Air
Transport
Recreational
related
other
Accommodation beverage
Retail
passenger passenger passenger equipment
and cultural
Education
industries
for visitors
trade
serving
reservation
transport transport transport
rental
industry
industry
service
industry
(F$000)
0.76
0.47
0.14
0.38
0.88
0.19
0.69
0.30
0.07
0.05
0.07

Direct tourism value added
Equivalent to: Tourism output
Less: Tourism intermediate consumption

178,350
374,125
195,776

14,648
58,954
44,306

8,917
22,714
13,797

10,004
20,427
10,423

73,310
482,734
409,424

Contribution to GDP from production

…

…

…

…

…

…
Per cent

…

…

Direct tourism value added as a per cent
of total industry contribution to GDP

…

…

…

…

…

…
(F$000)

…

83,482
30,906
63,962

7,858
1,494
5,296

3,223
2,091
3,604

6,182
1,657
2,165

47,010
19,408
6,891

4,919
2,433
18,900

Components of direct tourism value added
Tourism compensation of employees
Tourism consumption of fixed capital
Tourism gross operating surplus

8,140
21,062
12,922

2,718
1,046
4,376
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26,252
78,138
51,887

5,000 18,465
16,328 33,864
11,328 15,399

Total

…

11,440
17,854
6,414

259,091
507,815
248,724

613,617
1,634,015
1,020,400

…

…

…

4,730,598

…

…

…

… 13.0 per cent

4,124
486
390

7,911
1,680
8,874

9,133
1,134
1,173

83,288
19,647
156,156

259,848
81,982
271,787
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Table 7
Direct Tourism Employment and Compensation of Employees
By industry
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism- Characteristics Industries

Total employment in Fiji
Male
Female
Total

3,255
4,093
7,348

747
1,199
1,946

3,571
185
3,756

382
110
492

435
329
764

Travel
All nonagencies and
tourism Total persons
Recreational
employed
other
related
Retail
and cultural
Education
trade
reservation
industries
industry
service
industry
Number
407
290
531
4,686
872
66,116
81,292
251
208
204
2,699
624
34,520
44,422
658
498
735 7,385
1,496 100,636
125,714

Tourism Industry Ratio

0.76

0.47

0.14

0.38

0.88

0.19

0.69

0.30

0.07

0.05

0.07

…

2,474
3,111
5,584

351
564
915

500
26
526

145
42
187

383
290
672

Number
77
48
125
Per cent

200
144
344

159
61
221

328
189
517

44
31
75

4,628
2,416
7,045

9,289
6,922
16,211

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Food and
Road
Water
Air
Transport
Accommodation beverage
passenger passenger passenger equipment
for visitors
serving
transport transport transport
rental
industry

Total Tourism Employment in Fiji
Male
Female
Total
Tourism employment as a
percentage of total employment
Tourism compensation of
employees (F$000)
Average compensation per tourism
employee (F$000)

…

… 12.9 per cent

83,482

7,858

3,223

6,182

47,010

2,718

4,919

4,124

7,911

9,133

83,288

259,848

14,950

8,588

6,127

33,059

69,955

21,744

14,299

18,661

15,302

121,773

11,822

16,029

Note: Average compensation per tourism employee is calculated by dividing the tourism compensation of employees by tourism employees.
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Table 8
Gross Fixed Capital Formation
By industry
Year ended December 2008
Tourism-Related
Industries

Tourism- Characteristics Industries
Food and
Road
Water
Air
Transport
Accommodation beverage
passenger passenger passenger equipment
for visitors
serving
transport transport transport
rental
industry
Total capital formation
Land Development and Improvement
Buildings
Plant & Machinery
Furniture, Fixtures and Office Equipment
Transport Vehicles and Related Equipment
Other Capital Formation
Total Capital Formation
Tourism Industry Ratio
Tourism Capital Formation
Tourism Land Development and Improvement
Tourism Buildings
Tourism Plant & Machinery
Tourism Furniture, Fixtures and Office Equipment
Tourism Transport Vehicles and Related Equipment
Tourism Other Capital Formation
Tourism Total Capital Formation

All nonTravel agencies
tourism
and other
Recreational
related
Retail
reservation and cultural
Education
industries
trade
industry
service
industry

(F$000)
44
2
6
1,726
1,779
3,557

810
18,817
1,503
23,787
664
240
45,821

1,213
323
559
354
154
2,603

17
151
139
134
5,155
1,167
6,763

134
206
603
354
525
124
1,946

491
2,219
3,691
524
1,474
8,399

664
664

84
391
8,106
526
1,818
354
1,382
297
1,379
197
78
1,849 12,763

0.76

0.47

0.14

0.38

0.88

0.19

0.69

0.30

616
14,301
1,142
18,078
505
182
34,824

570
152
263
166
72
1,223

2
21
19
19
722
163
946

51
78
229
135
200
47
740

432
1,953
3,248
461
1,297
7,391

39
2
5
1,519
1,566
3,131

458
458

25
117
158
106
89
59
554

Total

5,632
346
211
6,189

21,149
110,545
108,448
107,137
59,754
500,058
907,091

22,685
139,473
116,245
143,036
70,724
505,482
997,645

0.07

0.05

0.07

…

567
127
97
97
5
893

394
24
15
433

1,480
7,738
7,591
7,500
4,183
35,004
63,496

2,606
23,431
11,831
29,845
7,966
38,410
114,089

Note: Tourism capital formation is calculated by multiplying the tourism industry ratio with "capital formation by type" ie to obtain the tourism land development and improvement, the tourism industry ratio is multiplied by
the total land development and improvement eg 810 * 0.76 = 616.
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Appendix B:

Conceptual Framework

1. Definitions
Tourism Satellite Account (TSA) 2008 is based on the methodology produced by the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) in its publication Tourism Satellite Account–
Recommended Methodological Framework (TSA : RMF 2008) which is based upon concepts in
the System of National Accounts 2008 (SNA08). International Recommendations for Tourism
Statistics (ITRS) 2008 has also been closely followed.
1.1 Tourist
A tourist is any person travelling to a place other than their usual environment for less than
12 months and whose main purpose is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated from
within the place visited.
It should be noted that not all travelers (persons moving from one place to another) are
tourists. They must also be travelling to places outside their usual environment for a limited
time. The 12-month time limit is analogous with the SNA08 definition that a person staying
in a country for longer than 12 months is a resident. A place becomes part of a tourist’s usual
environment after the tourist has spent more than 12 months there.
The following types of persons are not considered tourists:
• Persons such as travelling salespersons for whom travel is an intrinsic part of their job
• Persons who travel for the purpose of being admitted to, or detained in, a residential
facility, such as hospital, prison or long-stay care
• Persons travelling as part of a shift to a new permanent location
• Persons undertaking military duties
• Persons travelling between two types of their usual environment.
Fiji’s TSA covers only tourists who travel to or within Fiji. These are classified as either
international or domestic tourists.
1.2 International tourist
An international tourist is a person who travels to a country other than that in which they
have their usual residence, and outside their usual environment. While travelling, they do not
stay in any one place for more than 12 months.
For the purpose of TSA, international tourists are made up exclusively of inbound travelers
(non-residents travelling in Fiji). International students studying in Fiji for less than 12
months are included in the scope of the TSA and their expenses like the course fee, living
expenses, accommodation and airfare are included under international tourism expenditure.
International students studying in Fiji for more than 12 months are excluded because they are
considered to be residing in their usual environment.
1.3 Domestic tourist
Domestic tourists are Fijian residents who travel within Fiji but outside their usual
environment. While travelling they do not stay in any one place for more than 12 months.
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There are 3 different categories of domestic tourists:
•
•
•

A household tourist is one whose purpose of visiting is other than the carrying out of a
business activity.
A government traveler is an employee of a central or local government sector enterprise
whose purpose of travel is to carry out an official activity and whose expenses are met
either in full or in part by the central or local government sector enterprise.
A business traveler is an employee of a private sector enterprise whose purpose of travel
is to carry out a business activity and whose expenses are met either in full or in part by
their employer.

1.4 Usual environment
Usual environment is the place or places a person occupies within their regular routine of life
(except places visited for leisure or recreational activities only).
It is the concept of ‘usual environment’ that defines a tourist. Tourists must be travelling
outside their environment for their expenditure to be considered part of tourism demand.
A particular destination will benefit from the goods and services purchased by tourists
travelling outside of their usual environment, by the amount spent by the tourist at that
location, excluding imports. The important link between usual environment and tourism is that
tourists, in purchasing goods and services outside their usual environment, have a positive
economic impact on that destination. This benefit would not have occurred without tourism.
This is the basis of tourism expenditure and is the reason a TSA excludes expenditure by
outbound Fiji travelers on foreign-produced goods and services. In other words, the economic
benefits that accrue from these travelers do not benefit the Fijian economy.
However, expenditure by outbound tourists on domestically produced services (for example,
international flights on Fiji carriers, Fiji travel agents’ booking fees or travel insurance for
outbound trips) is included within the TSA because it is a form of tourism and provides
economic benefit to the Fiji economy.
The concept of usual environment is difficult to define because it depends on the nature of the
country in question. For this reason, the UNWTO has not recommended a complete definition.
Instead, it suggests possible criteria to be used by countries to establish their own definitions.
In the case of Fiji, for a tourist to be outside their usual environment they must, subject to
previously stated exclusions, satisfy at least one of the following conditions:
•
•

be travelling more than 40 kilometers from their residence (one way) and travelling outside
the area they commute to for work or visit daily
be travelling as an international tourist.

1.5 Tourist expenditure
Tourism expenditure is spending by, or on behalf of a tourist before, during and after a trip.
This expenditure occurs either on the trip (for example, meals or souvenirs), or is travel
related (for example, pre-booked airfares, luggage or other tourism-specific durables). The trip
must be taken outside the usual environment of the tourist. This expenditure includes VAT
(Value Added Tax).
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Central to the definition of tourism expenditure are the concepts of ‘tourist’ and ‘usual
environment’, as defined above.
Tourists are defined based on their relationship to their usual environment. Therefore,
expenditure on a product may constitute tourism expenditure, depending on who is purchasing
the product. Tourism expenditure is defined from the point of view of the tourist.
On-trip expenditure is tourism expenditure occurring during a trip. Off-trip tourism
expenditure is expenditure that occurs outside of a trip but relates to goods and services
purchased specifically for use while on a trip.
1.6 Direct tourism demand
Direct tourism demand is VAT-exclusive expenditure made by, or on behalf of a tourist,
before, during and after a trip. This expenditure occurs either on the trip, or is travel related.
The trip must be taken outside the usual environment of the tourist. In other words, direct
tourism demand is equivalent to tourism expenditure, excluding VAT.
For a product to be directly demanded (or directly purchased), there must be direct contact
between the tourist and the producer of that product. Generally, this direct contact is a direct
physical contact (for example, a tourist buys a meal from a restaurant). However, in the case
of goods purchased by tourists from retailers, the direct contact concept is expanded to include
a string economic link between tourist and producer. This means that direct tourism demand
resulting from a tourist’s purchase of a good includes:
•
•
•

The margin (or ‘mark-up’) of the retailer selling the good
The margin charged by the wholesaler
The amount received by the manufacturer.

In other words, the full (VAT exclusive) price of the good is included in direct tourism
demand.
1.7 Indirect tourism demand
Indirect tourism demand is the value of intermediate inputs used in the production of goods
and services sold to tourists. In national accounting terms it is the intermediate consumption
incurred in producing the goods and services included in direct tourism demand.
Indirect tourism demand results from purchases of inputs by the producer of goods and
services sold to tourists (that is, from direct tourism demand). For example, when a visitor
buys a meal in a restaurant, the direct tourism demand is the cost of the meal. The meal’s
indirect tourism demand is generated from the purchase of intermediate inputs used by the
restaurant in preparation of that meal – the purchase of meat and vegetables, electricity for
cooking and so on. In reality, several rounds of indirect tourism demands are generated for
each direct tourism demand. This is because, at each stage of input purchases, input suppliers
have to purchase further inputs to make the output. These are called backward-linkages.
Producers of these inputs have no direct relationship with the tourist. Indirect demand is further
described under multiplier effects.
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1.8 Tourism output
Tourism output is the value of all goods and services purchased by tourists excluding imports
sold directly to tourists.
1.9 Tourism intermediate consumption
Tourism intermediate consumption consists of all goods and services used in the process of
producing products sold to the tourists.
Travel agents’ commissions are not treated as intermediate consumption even if they are paid
by transport or accommodation providers. These are taken in tourism demand because it is
assumed that these payments by transport or accommodation providers are being made on
behalf of the tourists.

2 Valuation basis used in Tourism Satellite Account
All monetary aggregates presented in TSA are in current prices, unless otherwise stated.
Current price refers to the amount received by the producer from the purchaser for a unit of a
good or service produced as output minus any tax payable, and plus any subsidy receivable. It
excludes any transport charges invoiced separately by the producer. This is also known as basic
prices.

3 Tourism products
The tourism product ratio
The tourism product ratio is the proportion of the supply of a good or service consumed by
tourists. It provides the means of classifying tourism products outlined below.
Classifying products sold to tourists
TSAs make a distinction between three categories of products:
•

A tourism-characteristics product is one that would cease to exist in meaningful quantity, or
for which the level of consumption would be significantly reduced in the absence of tourists.
The international practice is that a product is classified as a tourism-characteristic product if at
least 25 percent of its production is purchased by tourists (that is, a tourism-characteristics
product has a tourism product ratio greater than or equal to 0.25).

•

A tourism-related product is a product that is distinct from a tourism-characteristics product
in that tourists consume a smaller proportion of the total supply of the product. According to
international practice, for a product to be classified as a tourism-related product, tourists must
purchase more than 0 per cent and less than 25 per cent of its production (that is, a tourismrelated product has a tourism product ratio that is greater than 0 and less than 25 per cent):for
Fiji this norm has been modified to 0-20 per cent.
Note: a tourism-specific product is either a tourism-characteristics product or a tourismrelated product.
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•

A non-tourism-related product is a product that is not a tourism-specific product.

A full list of tourism-characteristic and tourism-related products is presented in Appendix D. The
criteria for categorizing products are derived from the UNWTOs recommended treatment. When
looking at product classifications, the following points are important to consider:
•

The main purpose of making the distinction between categories of products is for presentation
and analytical purposes. It allows analysis to be specifically focused on the products that make
up the majority of tourism expenditure.

•

Tourism products are not exclusively consumed by tourists. A non-tourist can consume a
tourism-characteristics product. Rather than providing a robust set of products
exclusivelyconsumed by tourists, tourism product classifications provide a way of identifying
an industry’s supply of products consumed by tourists.

4 Industries producing tourism products
The tourism industry ratio
The tourism industry ratio is the proportion of an industry’s output consumed by tourists. It
provides the means of classifying industries outlined below.
Classifying industries producing tourism products
•

A tourism-characteristic industryin Fiji is one where at least 20 percent of the industry’s
output is purchased by the tourists (that is, the tourism industry ratio is greater than or equal to
0.20).

•

A tourism-related industryin Fiji is one where the industry is not a tourism-characteristics
industry. It is however an industry where a direct physical contact occurs between the industry
and the tourist buying its products. As a result, manufacturing and wholesaling industries are
not tourism-related industries but retail trade industry is.

•

A non-tourism-related industry is any industry that is not a tourism-characteristic industry
or a tourism-related industry. However, a non-tourism-related industry may still sell some of
its products to tourists.

The following points relate to the TSA industry classification:
•

The industries are consistent with the published industries within the Fiji Standard Industrial
Classification 2010 (FSIC 2010). A full list of tourism-characteristic and tourism-related
industries is presented in Appendix E.

•

It is important to note that the classification of industries outlined above has no effect on the
value of direct tourism value-added. This is because direct tourism value-added is determined
by the scope of total tourism direct demand, regardless of the classification of the industry.
The tourism-characteristic and related industries are identified for extra emphasis in the TSA
because they are significantly involved in tourism.
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5 Value-added
Value-added is the ‘value’ that a producer adds to the raw material goods and services it
purchases in the process of production. This can be shown as:

Plus
Equals

Intermediate inputs (purchased raw materials and services)
Value-added
Output (produced goods and services)

Clearly, the value-added of a business is less than the value of its output.
Gross value-added is made up of several components:
•

Compensation of employees – the cost of employing labor used to produce output.

•

Operating surplus – the surplus or deficit accruing from production before taking account of
any interest or rent payable on financial or tangible non-produced assets borrowed or rented
by the enterprise, any interest or rent receivable on financial or tangible non-produced assets
owned by the enterprise,

•

Net taxes on production and imports – taxes payable (less subsidies receivable) on goods and
services when they are produced, plus taxes and duties on imports that become payable (less
subsidies receivable) when goods enter the country.

•

Depreciation of capital assets used in production (that is, consumption of fixed capital).

Direct tourism value-added
Direct tourism value-added is the value added by producers from the production of goods and
services directly sold to tourists. This results in a measure of the contribution of tourism to GDP
which is consistent with that measured for the other industries in the economy.
Relating direct tourism value-added and tourism expenditure
It is important to distinguish between the two related concepts: total tourism expenditure and
direct tourism value-added. The two are not the same and differ in both concept and scope.
Tourism expenditure equals output sold to tourists, plus imported goods directly purchased by
tourists. Direct tourism value-added, on the other hand, equals the value of goods and services
produced domestically and consumed by tourists, less the value of intermediate inputs required to
produce these goods and services.
The relationship between these concepts can be summed up as follows:

Less
Equals
Less
Equals
Less
Equals

Total tourism expenditure
VAT
Direct tourism demand
Imported goods purchased by tourists from retailers
Direct tourism output
Direct tourism intermediate consumption
Direct tourism value-added
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6 Import leakage
Import leakage refers to the amount spent on imported final, intermediate and capital goods as a
percentage of total foreign exchange earnings. For example, an import leakage of 4 percent
means, out of total foreign exchange earnings, 4 percent ‘leaked ‘out of the country due to
imports. The higher the import leakage, the lower the economic activity as imports reduces the
domestic economic activity.

7

Multiplier effects

7.1 Direct, indirect and induced effects
The total multiplier effects are the summation of direct, indirect and induced effects. Direct
effects are the incomes generated through initial spending by tourists. Indirect effects occur
when suppliers of final goods and services purchase inputs. Induced effects occur when the
employees in the tourism sector spend part of their wages and salaries to purchase goods and
services for their use.
This input purchasing process does not end up in the first round, since each input requires
further inputs in its production process. For example, the effect of the production of a motor
vehicle does not end up with the steel, tyres and other components required. It generates a
long chain of interaction in the production process since each of the products used as inputs
needs to be produced and will, in turn require various inputs. The production of tyres, for
instance, requires rubber, steel and cloth etc. which in turn requires another cycle of inputs
which in turn requires again, another cycle. This chain of interaction goes into infinity.
This multiple cycle of generation of income/expenditure process is applied to induced effects
too. For example, producers who sell goods and services to tourism employees pay salary
and wages to their employees. They in turn make purchase of goods and services which will
create another cycle of wage and salary payments and so on.
7.2 Backward linkages
The links among all supplying sectors that played some role to produce the goods and
services required to meet the initial demand are known as backward linkages. Backward
linkages arise because of input purchases at each stage of production processes.
7.3 Multiplier coefficients
The multiplier coefficient is the change required in all industries to meet additional demand
by one dollar for a particular industry. It is the ratio between change in total gross output and
change in demand. For example, the multiplier coefficient of 1.5 shows that $100 worth of
additional demand for hotels and restaurants industry requires $150 worth of gross output in
all industries to meet that demand. On the basis of Input-Output table, several multiplier
coefficients could be identified as:
•

Output multiplier – total of all outputs from each industry required in order to produce
one additional unit of output;

•

Employment multiplier - total increase in employment throughout the economy which
results from an increase in final demand for a particular industry which is enough to
create one additional employment in that industry; and
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•

Income multiplier – increase in income from employment throughout the economy that
results from a change of one dollar of income from employment in a particular industry.

7.3.1 Type I and Type II multiplier effects
When direct and indirect effects are taken into consideration it is known as Type I
multiplier effects. Type I multiplier effects plus induced effects are known as Type II
multiplier effects.
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Appendix C:

Methodology

1 Direct tourism value-added
Tourism expenditure and direct tourism value-added (or tourism’s contribution to GDP) are the
two major economic aggregates derived in the TSA.
Tourism expenditure measures the value of products purchased by visitors, whether purchased
before, during or after travel.
Direct tourism value-added measures the value of the output of tourism products by industries,
less the value of intermediate inputs used in producing those products. When summed across all
industries it shows the direct ‘value-added’ to the economy by the tourism industry.
AppendixATables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 detail the main components relating to the measures of
direct tourism value-added. This involves the following steps:
Step 1:

Tourism expenditure by type of product and type of tourist was calculated in Table 1
and then carried on to Table 4.

Step 2:

Total output of each tourism characteristics and related industry as published by
FBoS is presented in Table 2. This table also shows the components of GDP, i.e.
compensation of employees, consumption of fixed capital and gross operating
surplus.

Step 3:

Total output of each tourism-characteristic and tourism-related industry presented in
Table 2 was disaggregated into tourism products in Table 3. This gave the total
supply of each industry classified by products. The total supply classified by
products was carried on to Table 4.

Step 4:

The tourism product ratio for each product is summarized in Table 4. The ratios are
obtained by dividing the value of total tourism expenditure (demand) by total supply.

Step 5:

Each industry’s supply by product given in Table 3 was multiplied by the tourism
product ratio to calculate the tourism supply by industry. Table 5 presents tourism
supply for tourism-characteristics, related and all other industries.

Step 6:

Tourism supply in Table 5 was then divided by total output in Table 3 to give tourism
industry ratios – the proportion of each industry’s total output that is purchased by
tourists.

Step 7:

The tourism industry ratios were multiplied through each industry’s production
account given in Table 2 to obtain total tourism value-added. Table 6 presents total
tourism value-added resulting from tourism-characteristics, related and all other
industries.

The following methodological information on the calculation of direct tourism value-added is
ordered according to the steps above.
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2 Calculating tourism expenditure
Appendix A Table 1 presents tourism expenditure by type of product and by type of tourist.
Expenditure by the four types of tourist was calculated as described in the following sections.
2.1 International tourism expenditure
The main data source for international tourism is the Ministry of Tourism and Transport’s
(MOTT) International Visitor Survey (IVS) which unfortunately was not available for 2008.
Thus to derive estimates for 2008, IVS data for 2007 and 2009 were used. This was a
challenge as the methodologies used for compiling IVS data for 2007 and 2009 were
somewhat different. The estimates derived for 2008 were supplemented with data from Trade
in Services and Fiji’s Earnings from Tourism for 2008. The 2008 expenditures were
disaggregated/split using break down from the balanced supply and use table and in some
cases producers were visited for proportions of their output consumed by tourists.
2.2 Household tourism expenditure
The 2008 Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) provided household
consumption expenditure data, generally at the required level. Where product level data were
not available, the 2002 ratios were used. The 2002 ratios were based on the domestic travel
survey specially carried out for the 2002 TSA.
2.3 Government travel expenditure
A lot of product data were sourced from the SUT. A few ratios from 2002 were also used.
2.4 Business travel expenditure
Business travel expenditure was extracted from SUT.

3 Production of tourism goods and services
Analyzing the production of tourism-characteristics and tourism-related products started with the
production accounts by industry underlying the published national accounts. These are shown in
Appendix A, Table 2.
Total sales of tourism characteristics and related products classified by tourism characteristics and
related industries compiled and presented in Appendix A, Table 3 was carried out using the
aggregate sales data and disaggregating them into products and industries, maintaining interrelationship found in the 2008 Supply and Use tables.

4 Balancing tourism expenditure and tourism production
Supply-use balancing1 is an established and integral process in the compilation of the national
accounts. In the 2008 System of National Accounts, “Supply and use tables are a powerful way of
ensuring consistency between the various data sources available to the compiler”. The supply-use
balancing process applies rigorous examination to diverse data sources, reconciling them in a
framework that reduces the error margins implicit in individual data sources. The supply-use
approach provides the best framework to bring the demand and supply sides of the economy into
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balance. The usual process is to confront supply of each product to the value used. Adjustments
are made to either supply or demand, depending on the relative strength of each data source. In
doing so, the potential for error that may result from the use of a single data source, either supply
or demand based is reduced.
TSA focused on matching total supply found in Appendix A, Table 3 and total demand found in
Appendix A, Table 1 to maintain a reasonable tourism product ratio for each product. This
process required individual judgments, common sense, expertise consultations and referring to
tourism product ratios found in TSAs compiled by other countries. The TSA began with carefully
examining the demand side and the supply side and making adjustments either to demand, to
supply or to both. Final tourism product ratios (TPR) were derived by dividing total demand by
total supply for each product. This is presented in Appendix A, Table 4.
Once TPRs were derived, total sales of each product classified by industries were multiplied by
TPRs to estimate the tourism sales. This was done by multiplying each row of Appendix A, Table
3 by TPR applied to that particular product. (Imports column was treated separately as described
in a section below). The result of this exercise is the tourism sales classified by type of product
and type of industry and presented in Appendix A, Table 5. The tourism industry ratio is the ratio
between the total tourism sales in Appendix A, Table 5 and total sales Appendix A, Table 3 for
each industry.
Total tourism sales are also the tourism output which is presented together with tourism
production accounts in appendix A, Table 6. Tourism value-added was derived from the tourism
production account information found in Table 6.
A major assumption was made in the compilation of the TSA, relating to the use of the tourism
product ratio and the tourism industry ratios. The industry technology assumption is that the input
requirements of tourism and non-tourism products are identical for an industry. That is, if 50
percent of the output of an industry is made up of goods and services sold to tourists, then 50
percent of its inputs are used to produce those tourism goods and services. This is likely to be a
more valid assumption for industries where an industry’s products are relatively homogenous
(where an industry makes a range of products that are very similar, requiring similar inputs).
However; there will be some instances where the assumption is less valid. This is more likely to
be the case where an industry has a low degree of tourism specialization, and a diverse range of
products are produced.
An alternate assumption is to relate specific inputs to outputs, i.e. a product technology
assumption. However, this approach is not easily implemented due to the lack of sufficiently
detailed product data. Industry, on the other hand, is far more readily available. Both the industry
and product technology assumptions are sanctioned by the UNWTO.

1

Supply – use balancing entailed:
Supply:
•
Industry output from 2008 survey data
•
Imports of goods and services

Use:
•
•
•
•

Industry intermediate consumption from 2008 survey data
Household consumption from HIES 2008
Gross Fixed Capital Formation from 2008 survey data supplemented by
other sources
Exports of goods and services
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5

Treatment of imports

Imported items directly purchased by tourists from retailers were estimated as follows:
a. Imports of tourism-related products in Appendix A, Table 3 were obtained from the
international merchandise trade statistics compiled and published by FBoS.
b. To get the imports consumed by tourists, imports derived in a. were multiplied by the TPR
and included in Appendix A, Table 5.

6

Direct tourism employment

Direct tourism employment by males and females, in Appendix A, Table 7 was derived by
applying tourism industry ratios to the number of persons engaged in each industry as a result of
tourism. Employees classified as salary and wage earners sourced from FBoS’ Employment
Survey were not available for 2008, thus employee numbers for 2008 were extracted from the
2008 industry surveys.

7

Gross Fixed Capital Formation

Gross Fixed Capital Formation was available from FBoS’ 2008 Economic Survey. Results are
presented in Appendix A, Table 8.

8 Multiplier analysis
The purpose of the multiplier analysis was to examine direct, indirect and induced effects based
on the Input-Output table 1995. The 1995 multipliers were applied to the 2002 study and now to
the 2008 study as well. Following steps were followed in estimating multipliers effects.
Step 1: Derivation of Leontief inverse matrices (Type I and Type II)
The Leontief inverse matrices were derived from the inter-industry matrix.
The formula for the Type I Leontief inverse matrix is as follows:

L = (I – A)

-1

Where:
L =Leontief inverse matrix
A = Direct requirements matrix – each cell of the IxI matrix divided by
column total. IxI matrix is the intermediate demand quadrant of the
Input-Output table
I = Identity matrix with same dimensions as in the direct requirement
matrix

The Type II Leontief inverse matrix was calculated in the same way as the Type I above. But as
its purpose was to estimate the flows of money in and out of households and the effect of these
transactions upon industries, it was necessary to ‘endogenise the household sector’. Put simply,
we treated households as an additional industry by adding an extra row and column into the direct
requirements table for ‘compensation of employees’ and ‘household expenditure’ coefficients
respectively.
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Step 2: Derivation of multipliers and effects
a. Output multiplier

αOutput(j) = ∑iLij

where; i = number of rows, j = number of columns and i = j

The Type I output multiplier for a particular industry (j) is defined to be the total of all outputs
from each domestic industry required in order to produce one additional unit of output: that is, the
column sums (∑i) from the Type I Leontief inverse matrix (Lij). Similarly, the Type II output
multiplier was calculated as the column sums of Industry rows (excluding compensation of
employees) from the Type II Leontief inverse matrix.
b. Employment multiplier

αEmpl(j) = ∑iwiLij/ wj
The employment multipliers show the total increases in employment throughout the Fiji economy
which result from an increase in final demand which is enough to create one additional FTE (fulltime equivalent) employment in that industry. In the formula above, ‘w’ is equal to FTE per $ of
total output for each industry.
This analysis requires Full-Time Equivalent employment (FTE) data. This data is required in the
format of the number of FTE’s by the 46 industry sectors. Due to the lack of FTE data, total
salary and wage earners published by FBoS were used as a proxy for FTE employment. Note that
this data covers only employees and therefore does not cover working proprietors and selfemployed persons. Therefore, employment effects for the industries that contain a large number
of working proprietors and self-employed persons may be higher than the estimated effects.
c. Income multiplier

αIncome(j) = ∑iviLij/vj
The Type I and Type II income multipliers show the increase in income from employment (IFE)
throughout the economy that result from a change of $1 of income from employment in each
industry. In the formula above, ‘v’ refers to the ratio of IFE/total output for each industry.
Limitations of Multipliers
Care must be taken when interpreting multiplier coefficients because of the following limitations.
1. “Large multipliers” are not the same as “large multiplier effects”. The impacts or effects
depend on both the size of the multiplier and the magnitude of the “exogenous” stimulus by
which the multiplier coefficient is multiplied. Thus, given multiplier effects can be
alternatively the result of:
o Large multipliers associated with minimal “expenditures” or
o Small multipliers and substantial “expenditures”.
2. Multipliers developed for an industry is representing the industry as a whole but not
individual establishment within an industry.
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3. Multiplier effects are based on assumptions about the availability of utilized or under-utilized
resources and people to accommodate the effects. Since many resources are already utilized in
certain sectors of an economy, multiplier effects tend to ignore or mask (negative)
displacement effects. Thus, positive multiplier effects will, presumably in a highly
differentiated way, include hidden opportunity costs and substitution effects.
4. Empirically derived multipliers represent the period for which the underlying relationships
have been quantified. Such relationships do not just change (‘structurally’) over the long-haul
but are sensitive to cyclical variations. Particular reference should be made to the tendency
that during boom periods (when the economy may run out of resources) multipliers tend to
decrease, while spatial efficiencies and local loyalties may enhance the multiplier during
downturns.
Further, there are potential changes of multipliers over time due to:
o Change in technology i.e. change from labor intensive to capital intensive technology.
o Increasing (or decreasing) benefits from scale of production (‘scale economies’).
o Variations in product mix (within industrial sectors) including entirely new products (or
loss of products); the same applies to the coming and going of entire branches of
industries or sectors.
o Relative price changes (as given those coefficients have a monetary foundation).
o Input substitutions (in response to price changes or technological change).
5. Multiplier effects do not necessarily occur after the specified exogenous stimulus. Thus, in
addition to the difference between short and long run multipliers, one may have to consider
that multiplier-related behaviors can be based on expectations and may thus occur in advance
of the actual stimulus.

9 Differences between 2002 and 2008 methodology
The 2008 TSA estimates generally followed the 2002 and the 1995 methodology. For the 2008
TSA more and better data were available and the Supply and Use tables were balanced, hence a
sound direct tourism contribution to GDP.
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Appendix D:

Tourism Product Descriptions
Tourism characteristic products

TSA main product

Sub-groups and minor groups

Hotels and similar establishments
Accommodation
services for visitors Specialized establishments

Hotels
Similar establishments
Health establishments
Work and holiday camps
Conference centers
Other collective establishments
Holiday dwellings
Tourist campsites
Other collective establishments n.e.c
Private rental accommodation
Rental rooms in family homes
Dwellings rented from private individuals or
Professional agencies
Private non-rental accommodation Owned dwellings
Accommodations provided without charge by
friends or relatives
Other private tourism accommodation
Meal-serving services with full restaurant services
Food and beverage Meal serving services with self-service facilities
Serving services
Other food serving services
Beverage-serving services for consumption on the premises
Motor coach, bus and other public Scheduled or regular services
Road passenger
transport
Non-scheduled, tour and charter
transport services Private vehicles (with capacity up to eight persons)
Other means of land transport
Vehicles rented out to the traveler Rentals with driver
Transport
by a commercial organization
Rentals without driver
equipment rental
Taxi services
services
Scheduled flights
Air passenger
Non-scheduled flights
transport services Other air services
Passenger lines and ferries
Water passenger
Cruise
transport services Other water transport services
Travel agency and Travel agency services
other reservation
Tour operator services
services
Tourist information services
Recreation and
Participants sports: Golf, tennis, boating, swimming, hiking, hunting, fishing,
cultural services
camping, picnicking etc
Spectator sports: Rugby, soccer, football, baseball, basketball, hockey, cricket,
horse riding, etc
Cultural activities: Visiting theatres, museums, zoos, botanical gardens, historic
sites, amusement parks, cruises, game reserves, fairs, festivals etc
Meetings and conventions: Attending congresses, conferences, meetings, trade
shows, classes, instructional courses, etc
Religious activities: Pilgrimages, attending religious events etc
Sightseeing: Guided tours, self-guide tours
Health activities: Visiting spas, hospitals, clinics, health resorts, gymnasia,
exercise classes etc
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Tourism characteristic products
TSA main product

Sub-groups and minor groups

Visiting restaurants, night clubs, and bars; casino gaming, other types of
gambling all others nec

Tourism related products
Retail Sales - Alcohol
Retail Sales - Clothing
and footwear
Retail Sales - Food,
beverages, tobacco
and cigarettes
Retail Sales –
Souvenirs and
handicrafts
Retail Sales –
Perfumes and
Cosmetics
Retail Sales–Jewellery
Watches/Clocks,
Paintings, Sunglasses

Liquor or brew containing alcohol as the active agent .e.g. Beer, wine ,liquor
Retail Sales – Clothing
Retail Sales - Shoes/Sandals
Retail Sales – Foodstuff
Retail Sales - Beverages
Retail Sales – Cigarettes/Tobacco
Retail Sales – Souvenirs and handicrafts
Retail Sales – Perfumes
Retail Sales - Cosmetics

Retail Sales – Jewellery
Retail Sales – Watches/Clocks
Retail Sales - Paintings,
Retail Sales - Sunglasses
Retail Sales - Handbags, Retail Sales – Handbags/wallets
wallets, suitcases and
Retail Sales – Suitcases/travel bags
travel bags
Retail Sales –
Retail Sales – motor vehicles and motorcycles
Automotive fuel
Retail Sales – lubricating products and cooling products for motor vehicles
Retail Sales- Other
Retail Sales - Book/stationery
Retail Sales – Cameras/Equipment
Shopping
Retail Sales - Toys/Games
Retail Sales – Electrical Goods
Retail Sales – CD’s
Gambling services
Bookmaking
Off – track betting
Casino operations (incl. floating casinos)
Lottery ticket sales
Gambling machines (slot machines)
Virtual gambling websites
Education services
Pre-primary and primary education
Secondary education
Higher education
Other education
Sports and recreation education
Cultural education
Other education n.e.c
Educational support activities
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Appendix E: Tourism Industry Concordance
Tourism Characteristic Industries
TSA Industry

FSIC 2010

FSIC Industry

Accommodation
for visitors

55101
55201

Hotels, camps and other
lodging places

Food and
56101
beverage serving 56301
industries

Restaurants, cafes, bars
and other eating and
drinking places

Road passenger
Transport

49221
49222
49223
49231

Bus Transport
Taxi
Mini vans
Freight transport by road

Water passenger
transport

50112
50211
50212

Sea and coastal freight
water transport
Inland passenger and
freight water transport

52221
52241

Support services to water
transport

Air passenger
transport

51101
51201

Passenger and Freight air
transport

Transport
equipment rental

77101

Rental & Leasing

Travel agencies
and other
reservation
service industry

78101
79111
79121

Recreation and
cultural services

91011
91021
91031

Activities of employment
placement agencies.
Travel agency and tour
operator, reservation
service and related
activities.
Libraries and museums

FSIC Industry Description
Short term accommodation provided by
hotels, motels, holiday homes inclusive
of a range of additional services such as
food & beverage serving, laundry
services, recreational facilities etc. also
includes: provision of campgrounds,
trailer parks, recreational camps and for
recreational vehicles.
Restaurants, cafes, bars and other eating
and drinking places including fast food
restaurants, mobile canteens, taverns,
cocktail lounges. Establishment selling
prepared foods and drinks for immediate
consumption. Also includes catering and
eating facilities in factories and officers
which can be separately reported.
Scheduled bus and coach transport.
Taxi cabs.
Mini vans.
Local and distance trucking; logging
haulage, stock haulage, refrigerated
haulage etc.
Transport of freight overseas and coastal
waters whether scheduled or not.
Includes transport of passengers and
freight via rivers, canals, lakes and other
inland waterways, including harbors and
ports.
Cargo handling and Operation of
terminal facilities, waterway locks,
navigation, lighthouse services etc.
Air transport such as carrying of
passengers and freight whether by
regular services or by charter.
Includes the leasing of passenger cars
(without drivers), trucks, utility trailers
and recreational vehicles.
Employment agencies, casting agencies,
theatrical agencies, artistic agents.
Travel agents, tour operators,
reservation/booking agents.

Libraries, museums, botanical and
zoological gardens and other cultural
services n.e.c: such as libraries,
museums, botanical and zoological
gardens, aquariums and similar
institution.
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Tourism Characteristic Industries
TSA Industry

FSIC
2010

FSIC Industry

90001
93111
93299

Creative arts,
entertainment and
recreational services
n.e.c.

47111
47199

Departmental stores and
general merchants

47211

Food and non-alcoholic
beverages

47221
47231
47511
47711
47741

Alcoholic beverages and
tobacco
Ready-made clothing,
textiles and second hand
goods

47712

Footwear and leather
goods
Household goods and
appliances

FSIC Industry Description
Operation of concert and theatre halls and
art facilities; activities of painters, writers &
designers; production of theatrical
presentations and dance performance;
indoor or outdoor sports events which
includes football, racetracks, swimming
pools, bowling etc. also includes activities
of amusement parks, recreation parks etc.

Tourism Related Industries
Retail Trade:
Comprises of
businesses
dealing with the
resale of new
and used goods
to the general
for personal
household
consumption or
for utilization
by shops. Stalls
and consumer
cooperatives

47599
47531

Retailers whose sales span a wide range of
goods, such that they have less than 40% of
sales falling into any one of the following
retail group
Includes fresh or preserved fruit and
vegetables, dairy products and eggs, meat,
seafood and other related foodstuffs.
Beer, wines, spirits and cigarette and
tobacco products.
Retail sale of fabrics, knitting yarn, textiles,
needles, thread etc; sale of articles of
clothing; second-hand books and other
goods and antiques.
Footwear and leather goods

47411
47421
47731

Tourist goods

47721

Pharmaceutical supplies

47521

Hardware

45101
45201
45301
45401

Motor Vehicles

47301

Petroleum

Furniture, floor coverings, electrical and
non-electrical household appliances, kitchen
utensils and other household goods
Radios, television equipment, stereo
equipment, CD and DVD players; sale of
computers, computer peripheral equipment,
video game consoles; photographic, optical
equipment, watches, clocks, souvenirs,
household fuel oil, gas, cleaning materials,
stamps & coins
Pharmaceutical supplies, cosmetics and
toiletries cosmetics and toiletries
Hardware, paints, varnishes, bricks, sanitary
equipment, lawnmowers etc.
New and used vehicles, off-road motor
vehicles; maintenance & repair of motor
vehicles, tyre and tube repair, installment of
parts and accessories; sale of all kind of
parts; sale of motorcycles and parts and
accessories of motorcycles
Fuel for motor vehicles, lubricating products

47611

Books, Stationery

Books, newspapers, stationery
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Tourism Characteristic Industries
TSA Industry FSIC 2010

FSIC Industry

47801
47901

Hawkers and stall
holders

Gambling
Services

92001

Gambling and betting
activities

Education
Services

85101
85102
85211
85221
85301
85411
85421
85499
85501

Education

FSIC Industry Description
Sale of products (new or second hand) in
movable stalls, it includes food, beverages,
tobacco products, textiles, clothing and
footwear; activities via mail order, selling
of fuel to customer premises
Bookmarking, betting operations, lottery
organizations, off-track betting, casinos,
floating casinos, coin operated gambling
machines, virtual gambling websites.
Excludes coin-operated games.
Pre-schools, kindergarten, special
education for handicapped children (at all
levels), literacy programs, high schools
(whether in classroom, online, radio,
television or at home) technical and
vocational colleges, beauty school, catering
school etc. Universities (foundation,
undergraduate, post graduate, maters, and
PhD), performing arts colleges, foreign
language institutions, sporting institutions.
Instruction clubs e.g. yoga, swimming,
sports, gymnastics, and professional sports.
Piano classes, dram classes dance classes,
academic tutoring, lifeguard training, and
flying school. Driving school. Student
exchange programs, guidance counseling.
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Glossary
Basic price
The amount receivable by the producer from the purchaser for a unit of a good or service
produced as output minus any tax payable, and plus any subsidy receivable. It excludes any
transport charges invoiced separately by the producer. This is also known as current prices.
Compensation of Employees
Includes payments, whether in cash or in kind, made by the employer during the inquiry period or
the work done to all persons included in the count of employees. It includes all cash payments,
commissions, bonuses, cost of living allowances and wages paid during periods of vacation, sick
leave, contributions in respect of their employee’s social security and pension and payments in
kind.
Consumption of Fixed Capital
In theory this is the value of the current replacement cost of fixed assets used up during the
accounting period as a result of normal wear and tear.
Export of goods and services
All goods and services produced by Fiji residents and purchased by non-residents.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
The total market value of goods and services produced in Fiji after deducting the cost of goods
and services utilized in the process of production, but before deducting allowances for the
consumption of fixed capital.
Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF)
The total value of a producer’s purchases, less disposals, of durable real assets such as buildings,
motor vehicles, plant and machinery, hydro-electric construction, roading and improvements to
land. Land is excluded from gross fixed capital formation. Included is the value of construction
work done by a firm's own employees. The term' gross' indicates that consumption of fixed capital
has not been deducted from the value of the outlays.
Gross operating surplus
This residual item is output at producer's values, less the sum of intermediate consumption,
compensation of employees, and taxes on production and imports net of subsidies. It is
approximately equal to accounting profit before the deduction of depreciation.
Gross output
Gross output is defined as gross value of all goods and services produced during the accounting
period. These include income from production during the year, gross margin on resale goods, the
value of capital construction for own account and other income.
Imports of goods and services
All goods and services produced by non-residents and purchased by Fiji residents.
Intermediate consumption
Intermediate consumption consists of non-durable goods and services, which are used up, in the
production process. In principle non-durable goods are those goods, which have an expected
lifetime of use of less than one year, or less than the accounting period. Compensation of
employees does not form part of intermediate consumption, but expenditure such as traveling
expenses of management personnel is included. Intermediate consumption differs from total
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purchases of raw materials, fuels etc. by the amount of stock changes of such goods. Valuation of
intermediate consumption is at purchasers’ value i.e. it is inclusive of all costs incurred by
producers in the acquisition of the required goods and services.
Net capital stock
A measure of wealth, net capital stock is the accumulated written-down value of fixed assets
valued in current prices. It is equal to accumulated investment less retirements and less
accumulated depreciation for assets still operating.
Output
Output consists of goods and services produced within an establishment that become available for
use outside that establishment, plus any goods and services produced for own final use.
Producer values
The equivalent of purchaser values (see below), reduced by the trade and transport margins for
delivering the items from producer to purchaser. This effectively gives the market sales value for
the producer at the factory door, farm gate, mine head, and soon. For services, the producer value
is the same as the purchaser value, as services are produced and consumed at the same time.
Purchaser values
The costs in the market of goods and services on delivery to the purchaser. For services, the
purchaser value is the same as the producer value, as services are produced and consumed at the
same time.
Salary earner
An employee who is paid fortnightly or monthly on the basis of an annual salary.
Self-employment
Self-employed workers are persons who are the sole owners, or joint owners, of the
unincorporated enterprises in which they work, excluding those unincorporated enterprises that
are classified as quasi-corporations. The self-employed are persons who work for themselves
when, the enterprises they are neither distinguished as separate neither legal entities nor separate
institutional units in the System. Self-employed persons receive mixed incomes and not
compensation of employees.
Value-added
Value added is the difference between the gross output and the intermediate consumption. It
provides a useful way of measuring without duplication the economic importance of an industry
or industrial sector.
Wage earner
A worker on piece-rate, hourly daily or weekly rate of pay.
Working proprietors
Working proprietors are owners of enterprises who are actively engaged in the work of the
enterprise. Excluded are silent or inactivate partners.
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